Spotlight

Carpooling app grabs first prize of the 2015 Samir and Claude Abillama Eco-entrepreneurship Award

For the cautious, the risk and hassle of carpooling outweighs its benefits substantially. But recent graduates Mohamad Nabaa, Lujain Nabaa, Basma Jilani and Ralph Khairallah decided to take on the challenge of making carpooling attractive to all – cautious and otherwise. READ MORE

News

What if our solar system had a companion star?
A paper titled “The Disruption of Multiplanet Systems Through Resonance with a Binary Orbit,” coauthored by Jihad R. Touma of AUB and S. Sridhar of the Raman Research Institute, Bangalore, India, recently published in Nature, proposes a new mechanism that disrupts systems with multiple planets, and could explain the prevalence of single planet systems. READ MORE

New engineering textbook by AUB professors adopted by European universities
Two AUB engineering professors have co-authored a new textbook on computational fluid dynamics, an essential engineering and simulation tool that helps engineers develop optimal industrial designs. READ MORE

'Research project on the effects of premature birth'
Assafir reports on AUB Professor Robert Habib who received the "Grand Challenges Explorations" grant from Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. READ MORE

'Expert urges state to offer tax breaks to firms engaged in CSR'
The Daily Star interviews AUB Professor Dima Jamali on the need to give companies tax

Events

Upcoming events

- IFI discussion (in Arabic) 'Solid Household Waste Treatment Plan,' Sept. 22, 11am, IFI Aud. READ MORE
- Physics talk 'Star-Planet Interactions: Why do we care?,' by Dr. Rim Fares, Sept. 22, 5pm, Physics, 333 READ MORE
- Health and Wellness Center and Clinical Nutrition, 'International Day for the Older Population,' Sept. 27, 10am, Sanayeh Gardens READ MORE
- NCC annual tree-planting fundraising concert 'Stock the Wood,' Sept. 29, 7pm, Hostler Aud. READ MORE
- Media Brown Bag: Documentary screening by Fe-Male, Sept. 30, 2pm, IFI, Multipurpose Seminar Room 3rd Floor READ MORE

Announcements

- Call for auditions: Zaki Nassif Arabic Music Ensemble READ MORE
- CHSC Adha operating hours READ MORE
incentives to encourage them to integrate Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives in their operations.
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